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DAP Has Delivered Over Three Decades of Successful Advocacy  
Recognized as a model across the nation, New York State’s Disability Advocacy Program (DAP) has 
provided low income disabled New Yorkers legal assistance since 1983, and returns millions of dollars 
to the State and local counties every year. 
 

DAP clients are among New York State’s most severely disabled adults and children, and are unable to 
prepare an appeal on their own without legal assistance. DAP advocates, in every county, are 
available to help clients when their Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or Social Security Disability 
(SSD) applications are denied or benefits are terminated. By gathering evidence and medical records 
to build the client’s case, DAP advocates have been very successful in winning appeals statewide. 
 

 
 

DAP Needs Stable Funding 
Every DAP provider in New York State confirms one sobering fact: they are unable to provide services 

for all who need assistance. In most programs the need far outstrips the available resources, meaning 

programs must turn away between 3,000 to 3,500 clients every year.   

 

In SFY 2016-2017, DAP received $8.26 million combined State and County funding: State funding 

totaled $2.63 million in the Executive budget and a Legislative add of $1.5 million. County funds of 

$4.13 million matched the State funding. Please help DAPWorks ensure stable funding for this 

much-needed program this coming year!  
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DAP is Good for New York  
Every year, DAP returns millions more than invested. In fact, for every dollar invested in DAP, the 
program returns as much as $3 in reimbursement to New York State and its counties, including: 
 

 Federal dollars paid back as Interim Assistance for the Safety Net benefits provided while an 
SSI application is pending.  

 Savings for local counties as DAP moves disabled people from locally-funded Safety Net 
benefits programs onto longer-term, federally-funded assistance.  

 

Clients go on to receive stable federal benefits, meaning New York State and local counties realize at 
least two years of savings in public assistance costs avoided for every successful DAP case. 
 

 
 

DAP Client Story Spotlight: Ron, Franklin County 
Ron* has severe intellectual disabilities and has lived with his mother his entire life, but was still able 

for many years to work as a stocker at an auto parts store, a job which brought him pride and helped 

to support himself and his mother. After 20 years at the store, just before winter, he lost his job. He 

tried to find a new job, but his disabilities, including an extreme stutter that leaves him barely able to 

speak, have only worsened as he has aged, and it proved an impossible task.  
 

Soon, the furnace in the home Ron shared with his mother broke down, and their water pipes burst. 

Without Ron’s income they couldn’t repair the furnace and were without water for three months.  
 

DAP advocates were able to develop evidence and represent Ron in his disability case. As a result of 

their work, Ron received a favorable decision from the Administrative Law Judge. Ron received over 

$21,000 in retroactive benefits, which he used to make repairs to his home, including the furnace and 

water pipes. Because of DAP, Ron and his mother will have heat and running water this winter.  
 

*Client’s name has been changed to protect confidentiality. 

 

For more information on DAP, contact: Kristin Brown, Empire Justice Center, VP for Policy & Government Relations 
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